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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well Known that under irradiation (e.g., r, /3, 
recoil protons from elastic scattering of fast neutrons on 
hydrogen) the molecules of methane suffer radiation damage. 
The most substantial processes are considered to be the 
following [1,2]; 

CH -» CH„ + H (1.1) 
4 3 

CH„ -> CH + H (1.2) 
4 2 2 

сн4 -» сн* + н . (1.3) 
These are the primary reactions occuring as a result of 
excitation of the CH molecule after Kicking it by a proton 
or fast electron. Atomic hydrogen reacts at once with a 
methane molecule nearby: 

CH + H -» СЙ + H (1.4) 
4 3 2 

CH radicals can take part in the following reactions: 
CH* + CH -» С H* + H • (1.5) 

3 4 2 5 2 
СЙ, + CH -> CH- + H + CH (1.6) 

3 4 2 4 
СЙ + СЙ -» CH . (1.7) 

3 3 2 6 Most of the CH , CH , CH radicals recombine during the hot 3 2 2 5 
phase of the proton track, but some portion survives. These 
radicals, trapped in the CH -matrix at a very low 
temperature, can "live" for a rather long period. From the 
URAM experiments [3], one may see that the lifetime of 
radicals amounts to 30 hours at T=20K and 5.7 hours at T=26K. 
They recombine quickly when T>30K. 

As radical recombination reactions (RRR) are exothermic 
(for the CH + CH -» С Н reaction, the energy released is 

3 3 2 6 •* 
Q„ = 336 KJ/mol С H . for the СЙ + C,HC -> С Н reaction 
R 2 6 3 2 5 3 8 
Q = 328 KJ/mol [6]), the presence of free radicals in 
R . . . . 
irradiated solid methane is the cause of energy storing, 
similar to Wigner energy in irradiated graphite. It was 
observed by Dr. J.Carpenter and others [3-6], that the stored 1 



energy can be released violently in a spontaneous way or due 
to a slight change in the cooling conditions. Dr. Carpenter 
called the occurence "a burp", because an ejection of 
radiolytic H„ usually accompanies it. In chemical Kinetics, 
such a phenomenon is called a "thermal explosion". 

The critical conditions, consisting of the relationship 
between radical concentration n . temperature T, size of the 
methane slug, and cooling rate, have to be fulfilled for a 
fast RRR.to occur. Some critical condition expressions are 
known [7.-10]. All of them were derived from analyzing the 
stability of the set of differential equations for radical 
concentration and temperature: 

d n R ( t ) 2 
=R(t) - 2K(T)n„(t) (2) dt " v w ~"w,. v 

рС_НГ = ^ 2 ' r ( r ' t > + q(t) + QHK(T)nJ(t) (2.1) 

where p, С , Л are the mass density, specific heat capacity 
and thermal conductivity of methane, respectively, q(t) is 
the nuclear heat deposition, and R is the production rate of 
radicals; the recombination reaction coefficient K(T) is 
assumed to have an Arrhenius form, 

-T /т 
K(T)= KQe a , 

where T is the so called "activation energy" in terms of 
degrees Kelvin. 

Dr. Carpenter's equation, derived for a slug of methane of 
any shape, cooled from the outside and heated from the 
inside, but neglecting the Laplassian in (2) is: 

Q -Ta-K(T)n^ R a — = 1 (3) 
aT2 

• where Q is an energy of recombination, a = q/(T-T ), and T 
R о О 

is the coolant temperature. 
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Another critical condition to fulfill for the existence of 

RRR is defined by D.A.Frank-Kamenetsky - the classic of 

chemical kinetics theory [7]. It was derived for a slab slug 

of thickness "a", with no heat sources, except RRR, at a 

given periphery temperature T, but accounting for the 

Laplassian in the heat balance equation: 

Q -T -a2K(T)n2 

—5—2 ^- = 0.88. (4) 
XT2 

Eq. (3) can be transformed into (4), except for the right 

term, provided that thermal conductivity is poor, because 

1/a =* az/A in that case. 

A more detailed consideration of the classic approximation 

of the problem is given in a previous paper, Part I 

(published in Russian, JINR Communications, Dubna). Therein 

different approaches to solving Eqs.(2) can be found, which 

include those accounting for the space distribution of 

temperature due to the high density of energy release (it was 

neglected by the authors of [7-10], and causes the T value 

needed for Eqs.(3),(4) to remain unknown). 

This paper, Part II, is devoted to different models of 

radical recombination in solid methane, apart from 

conventional theory. Both of the models presented share the 

common property that local non-uniformities (such as of 

radical concentration, track nature of energy deposition and 

others) have been accounted for. 

2. CRITICISM OF THE CONVENTIONAL THEORY OF THERMAL INSTABILITY 

Regretfully, the rigor and well-balanced theory of thermal 

explosion fails to explain the features of burps in solid 

methane. The experience of about 40 burps, observed during 

irradiation of solid methane samples at the IBR-2 reactor, 

Dubna, Russia, and of many burps at the IPNS solid methane 

moderator (SMM), ANL, USA, showed that burp performances are 

inconsistent with classical explanations. We will prove it 

with the following evidence: 
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1). Experimental data on the relationship of the critical 
concentration of radicals to ignition temperature have 
nothing to do with theoretical predictions. As shown in 
Fig.l» the experimental points on the plane (n,T) are 
concentrated near the horizontal line, whereas the function 
n(T), calculated from Eq.(4) with the parameters of RRR 
estimated from URAM-experimental data, shows a rather steep 
character, Moreover, the classical theory predicts no lower 
limit of concentration to ignate a burp, provided the 
ignition temperature is sufficiently high. On the contrary, 
experiments reveal a definite limit of about 0.3% molar 
concentration of radicals. 
The experience of the IPNS SMM also confirms this conclusion. 
At IPNS SMM they daily observed self-ignited burps at 15K; 
thus "the critical concentration of radicals was about 0.6-
0.7У, whereas the calculated concentration was at least ten 
times as much, using Eqs.(3),(4) with the real parameters 
K(15K)s0.008 h-1 and T S300K (this value of T was estimated 

a a 
from the saturation density of radicals in the 23-28K range 
by Eq.(2), [3]). 

2) It is hard to understand the temporal dependence of the 
methane temperature during burps in the frame of the 
classical theory of combustion. In fig.2 the time dependence 
of temperature is shown for both a real burp and a calculated 
one, assuming that burning (more precisely, recombination of 
radicals) occurs simultaneously in the entire slug of 
methane. The temperature-time functions are quite different: 
for a real burp, the peaK of the rate of heating is near the 
start, and, conversely, it is near the termination of the 
burp for the calculated one. 

We get more information if we evaluate the value of the 
rate of RRR, K(T), in the process of RRR, from the 
experimental temperature dependence on time; the result of 
such a restoration is shown in Fig.3. For a great range of 
temperatures, the K(T) function appears to be only slightly 
temperature-dependent. Moreover, even at low temperatures, 
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this factor is several orders of magnitude greater than the 
value of the rate of RRR in the process of storing radicals 
that was estimated from the saturation condition: 

K(26K) = R / n2 „ = 0.01 molCH /molCH sec. 
sat 4 3 

Yet, the temperature dependence of the K-factor should obey 
the Arrhenius law: 

-T /T • 
K(T)= KQe a . 

The lacK of such a dependence in a fast RRR, as one can judge 
from Fig.3, is evident. 

An attempt was made to overcome this discrepancy (and 
problem 1), too) by considering the RRR process as being 
spatially extended. It could travel through the volume of a 
sample like a flame front in a combustible; radicals 
recombine for only a short time when the "flame" front passes 
that point. Sure enough, in this case the observed rate of 
RRR, K(T), would be actually consistent with the temperature 
near the maximal one at a burp, 55-56K, not with the low 
temperature of ignition. The real value of K(T) at T would 
be even more than the estimated one in Fig.3, if the size of 
the temperature sensor were larger than the depth of the 
flame front. If so, the К value observed in a burp should be 
less than the value estimated at T=T from the relation 

max 
K=K„(26K) -exp(T /26-T /T ) S 10 mol/mol sec, (-5) 
2 2 ft о max 

actually, it is 102-104sec . 
A more conclusive way is to compare the estimated and 

observed values of the travelling speed of the front. The 
speed would be ruled by the Known equation £73; 

v = 2'(D/e3z)i/z, (6) 
where D is the temperature conductivity coefficient, D з .003 

2 2 

cmVs; 9 = T -(T - T J / T ; x = l/K,-n i s the " l i f e time" 
a max 0' max 2 R 

of radicals at T=T , One can calculate the speed of travel 
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of the front from (6) as equal to 0.005 cm/sec, whereas the 

flame front (if it exists) actually travels with a speed on 

the order of 1 cm/sec. The discrepancy between the theory 

prediction of the time dependence of temperature and 

experimental experience of as many as a hundred times, 

assures us of the inapplicability of either the conventional 

theory of thermal explosion or Eq.2 to describe burping in 

irradiated solid methane. 

3) No strict repetition in the magnitudes of energy 

released in burp processes with adequate conditions was 

observed (see figures in [3]). The random, to some extent, 

number of radicals recombined during a burp cannot be 

understood in terms of the conventional thermal explosion 

.theory. 

4) And, finally, the inapplicability of the conventional 

theory is clearly demonstrated by one of the RRR, B8, 

observed at the SMM of the IBR-2 reactor (see Fig. 4). This 

"abnormal" RRR was initiated within several hours following 

reactor shutdown at a uniform temperature as low as 21-22K 

whereas the space averaged irradiation temperature was as 

much as 25K-26K. The usual temperature for fast RRR 

initiation is in the range 25-30K. All attempts to find K(T) 

values that would fit the critical conditions (3),(4) for the 

B8 thermal explosion have to fail in advance: you see, before 

methane exploded in the B8 case, both the temperature and 

concentration of radicals were well below those of the cases 

when no fast RRR had happened. 

3. CONCEPTION OF A "HOT TRACK" RECOMBINATION OF RADICALS 

The model of burps in irradiated solid methane discussed in 

this chapter is based upon the proposition that, in the cold 

phase of storing, radicals recombine only inside the hot 

proton track region. The rate of radical recombination by 

diffusion at low temperatures (<40K) is too slow. Only near 
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tracks are temperature conditions sufficient "to provide for 

radical recombination. The differential equation for radical 

concentration then appears to be: 

£g£ =R(t) - R Kt(T)nJ(r,t.) ~ Ka(T)n
2(r,t) 

рС"НГ B *VzT(r,t) + q(t) + Q К 3(T)n2(r,t) (7) 

instead of Eqs.(2). In these equations R К (Т) means the rate 
of radical recombination induced with tracks, which is why it 
is proportional to the rate of radical generation R (more 
strictly, to the dose rate). The third term in the first 
equation has the common meaning of the rate of radical 
recombination caused by casual collision in the course of 
diffusion. The К function is nothing other than the 
Arrhenius law with a real activation temperature; otherwise, 
К (Т) would appear to be a different function of temperature, 
generally speaking. The К coefficient is a definition of the 
sum RKj+ К . 

The rate of radical recombination near a track can be 
calculated with a simple formalism. The number of radicals 
recombining after one track appears as: 

С * Г К (T) n2 dV dt « к (T ) n2 V t, 
^ J 2 2 mean 

where V is the effective volume for radicals to recombine 
and t is the effective time. As both V and t are dependent on 
the bulk temperature of the methane, T, and T = T+ T ' 

r . m e a n t г 
(T is the effective overheating of volume V during time t), 

tr 
then we can write 

С * Кз(Т ) n2 V t = К (T)n2, 
c. mea n 1 

and the rate of radical recombination due to tracKs (the 
second term) will be proportional to £R. 
It is easy to understand that in the restricted temperature 

range near the bulk temperature, К (Т) is close to the 
Arrhenius law, with the activation temperature being equal to 
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T rr « Т (Т/Т ) 2 , 
а,eff a mean 

that is, less than the real activation temperature T . 
It is now possible to understand why the radical 

recombination process proceeds in different ways in the cold 
phase of RRR and in burps: the cold process is ruled by the 
second term, but the hot one (a burp) - by the third term, 
with different values of activation temperatures and rates of 
RRR. 

It was calculated from the data of cold moderator 
experiments at IBR-2, that the discrepancy between the 
experimentally observed burp parameters and the expected ones 
can be eliminated if one accepts the real activation 
temperature to be equal to about 1000-1200K. In this case, 
the third term in Eq. (7) is negligible, at ТЧ30-4ОК, under 
the conditions of IBR-2 irradiation. 

The concept of the propagation of fast RRR through the 
methane bulk like 'front of flame' becomes possible because 
there is nothing to prevent us from supposing a high 
activation temperature for the hot process in Eq.7. One may 
also suppose the т-value in (6) to be as high as is needed to 
move the flame front with the speed actually observed. 

Taking into account the preceding, we can understand the 
lack of dependence of the ignition temperature on the 
concentration of radicals (see Fig.l). It is evident that 
there should be a limit to the concentration of radicals for 
flame propagation through a bulk. If this condition is 
fulfilled, then a burp can appear at any moment, provided 
ignition of the RRR in a small volume of 3. definite size 
occured. 

Problems 1) and 2) listed in Chapter 2 are nov resolved by 
this concept. Two others remain: the stochastic character of 
the number of radicals recombined during a burp, and the 
cause of ignition of fast RRR in the very "origin", the point 
at which a RRR flame starts. It might be the ca.se discussed 
in the next chapter. 
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4. CONCEPTION OF A "DOUBLE-CHAIN" NATURE OF FAST RECOMBINATION 
OF RADICALS IN SOLID METHANE ("MATRYOSHKA MODEL") 

A key to understanding all features of fast RRR in solid 
methane is in taking into account the non-uniformity of the 
space distribution of radicals and of the energy deposited. 
The radicals are generated in the tracks of recoil protons, 
and therefore they are arranged mainly in lines. The distance 
on a line between neighbouring radicals was estimated, with 
the value of the linear energy transfer characteristic for 
the fast neutron energy spectrum of a nuclear reactor and 
with the yield of radicals as was observed in the URAM 
experiment, to be nearly equal to the lattice parameter of 
the methane matrix. Accounting for this fact, and, in 
addition, for the fact that the diffusion of radicals at low 
temperatures is too slow to get them away from their origins, 
we come to the proposition about the possibility of a chain 
process of radical recombination along the line of a track. 
Acts of recombination could propagate quickly along a track, 
provided energy from a recombination act is transfered 
directly to the neighbouring pair of radicals through the 
excitation of molecules, not through the process of spreading 
heat. 

There is a theory of the chain process of radical 
recombination in solid media by J.Jackson [11]. It has 
nothing to do with the non-uniformity of radicals or with 
tracks. Tne mechanism proposed [11] for propagation of the 
radical chain reaction was this: the heat from a 
recombination reaction frees "frozen" (i.e. trapped in the 
matrix) radicals within a sphere of some volume. These freed 
molecules could recombine with other trapped radicals. If the 
number of secondary recombinations is unity or more, then the 
chain of recombinations will continue. 
The critical condition of stability of radicals was derived 
by J. JacKson as 

Пя2 * 0.62.Cm.(Ta - T0>/ С QR. (8) 
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where C is the molar specific heat, 4' is the number of the 

nearest trap sites plus one (for the methane matrix, £ is 

13) j other symbols are customized, He did not apply the 

Arrhenius law to the rate of recombination, but only 

considered a free radical reacting with its neighbour at once 

if there i§ on©, 

For solid methane and CH radicals, Eq.(8) gives the 

critical value of radical molar concentration as about 4% for 

T =340K and about 7% for T =1000K. Such a high concentration 

could hardly be achieved even inside a track region. 

Therefore, this can not be our case with n =0.3-0.6%. 

Nevertheless, a chain process of RRR propagation, similar 

to Jackson's, might occur at- a appropriately arranged cluster 

of tracks. We postulate that the location of radicals 

replicates the structure of a track for hours. If a chain 

process of recombination reactions could propagate through a 

single track, then it would propagate through a cluster of 

intercrossing tracks as well. Such tiny regions filled with 

intercrossing tracks (we may call them "percolated regions") 

can be generated over time. One, or several, simultaneous 

acts of recombination in a percolated cluster could ignite 

recombinations of all radicals in the cluster. It could be 

called "the first-step chain process". 

Percolated regions appear and disappear, without influence 

on each other, until the critical condition is satisfied. It 

means, that the increase in the local transient temperature, 

caused by bursting of the primary percolated region, and the 

duration of heating are both enough to cause a number of 

recombination reactions in neighbouring percolated regions, 

and to ignite at least one secondary cluster. Then, the RRR 

process will propagate through the sample, from one cluster 

to another, being "the second-step chain process". 

The simplest case of a cluster of radicals is a single 

track. Then, the critical concentration of radicals can be 

approximately estimated from (8), if the heat of the 

recombination reaction Q is substituted by N-Q , where N is 
R R 

the average number of stored radicals in a single track: 
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n 2 и 0.62-С -<Т - TJ/ € Qtl-N(T,nn). (9) 

For the IBR-2 neutron spectrum, the N-value amounts to 
103-104. Recombination of all radicals in a track could 
reduce the critical concentration by a factor 30-100: from 
1-7% to 0.04-0.25%, Based on the experience of the IBR-2 
solid methane moderator testing, nn is within 0.3-0.6%. 
Therefore, the value of N in (9) should be settled to be 
about 100 - meaning that the radicals in a single track only 
partly recombine. This is evident, if stochastic character of 
the first-step chain process is taken into account. [Note', 
the number of recombined radicals in a cluster (track), N, 
depends on both the space-averaged radical concentration, n , 
and the irradiation temperature, because the conditions at 
which radicals are generated and recombine control the length 
of the tracks of stored radicals. That is why N is a function 
of T and n in (9)]. 

R 

But, the theory of Jackson is not consistent with the 
Arrhenius law for rate of reaction. It is more accurate to 
derive a critical condition accounting for it. The critical 
condition should be derived from an expression something like 
this: 

00 

u.nR2.Jdv(X K2(T(r,t))dt) = 1, (10) 
V 0 

where и is the average of the number of clusters surrounding 
each cluster; V is the volume occupied by one cluster; K_ is 
the rate of the second-order reaction, and T is the transient 
temperature that is both N-value and T -temperature 
dependent. So, Eq.(10) is sensitive to the temperature of 
irradiation, T , and gives the key to applying the chain-
process model to methane bursts at very low temperatures, as 
well. 

The rate of RRR during a chain process should be ruled by 
an ordinary differential equation of decay; the relative rate 
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of RRR would be 0=(к-1)/т, where к is the multiplication 
factor (the ratio of a number of secondary clusters ignited 
to the primary ones), and x is the time duration of one step 
of a chain. From experiments, 0 a 0.1-lsec (see Fig.2). The 
value of x can be estimated theoretically from x a a2/D, if 
supposing the distance between clusters to be equal to the 
size of the clusters, a, and if estimating the last value 

-8 from Eq.(lO); x appears to be in the interval of 10 to 
10_1 sec. Then, k-1 is on the order of lo"8 to 10-1 . It is 
hard to expect that such a fine, delicate dk could maintain 
the same va?ue throughout a sample. It is more realistic that 
tho Jk-values range widely in different regions of a sample. 
So, a samrle burps when, for a single small region, the 
critical conditions are satisfied. After this region has 
burned, and the sample has been heated a little, the critical 
conditions for the neighbouring regions are satisfied, and 
they will burn also, perhaps, with other values of k-1. In 
other words, a sample of unstable solid methane represents 
many small regions, each of them being near critical in the 
terms of the "double-chain" process. When one initial region 
becomes supercritical, it burns. The burning of radicals 
starts to propagate through the methane bodies, separating 
this initial region from neighbouring near-critical ones, 
with low speed, determined by Eq.(6). When the temperature at 
the border of the neighbouring region increases slightly, it 
burns as well, and the process proceeds through the sample. 

This challenging concept of burping irradiated solid 
methane would clarify all the features of the observed burps 
discussed in Chapter 2: very fast heating, spontaneous 
character, the intermediate value of the speed of burning 
propagation, discrepancy between the expected and real values 
of the ignition temperature. Because this model includes some 
serial steps of transferring energy from smaller objects to 
larger ones (radical molecule -» track (or cluster of tracks) 
-• near-critical volume, comprising some clusters -• and, 
finally, the sample of methane as a whole), we may call it 
"matryoshka", like a Russian folk doll. 
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Fig.3. Coefficient cf the rate of the radical recombination 
reaction, K, molCH4/molCH3 sec, versus methane temperature, 
degrees Kelvin, for a burp; curves 1, 2 - estimated from 
experimental data T(t), 3, 4 - calculated from the Arrhenius 
law with "activation temperature" values set equal to '700K 
and 340K, respectively. 
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Fig.4. Time diagrams of methane temperature at two points 
(a,b) and helium (coolant) temperature (c) of burp number 
B8, that occured during the IBR-2 cold moderator tests at 
zero reactor power after 4 hours of preceding irradiation at 
2 MW and 25K methane temperature. 
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CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the author should confess that both of the 
models presented are based on some assumptions not fully 
justified. So, a rigorous theory for the fast burning of 
radicals is desired. Maybe, a combination of both models 
should be used to explain all the features of the "burp" 
phenomenon in irradiated solid methane. 
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ШабалинЕ.П. Е17-95-142 
О накоплении и освобождении скрытой энергии 
в облучаемом твердом метане: 

• физические модели, 
учитывающие локальные неоднородности энерговыделения 

Работа продолжает цикл, посвященный теоретическим исследованиям 
феномена быстрого выделения скрытой энергии, накапливающейся в твер
дом метане при его облучении, так называемого «a burp». Обоснованной 
и непротиворечивой теории этого процесса пока не создано. В работе, 
на основе анализа экспериментальных данных, показана неправомерность 
описания «burps» с позиций классической теории «теплового взрыва», ко
торая до сих пор применялась. Излагаются две гипотезы механизма накоп
ления и освобождения энергии в облучаемом метане, которые учитывают 
пространственную микроструктуру и динамику температуры и радикалов 
и позволяют объяснить многие странные особенности явления. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории нейтронной физики им.И.М.Франка 
ОИЯИ. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1995 

Перевод автора • • 
ShabalinE.P. 
On the Phenomenon of the Fast Release of Energy 
in Irradiated Solid Methane: 
Discussion of Models Considering the Local Space Distribution 
of Energy 

A general idea of the phenomenon, so-called «a burp», is provided. 
It is concluded that no justified and consistent theory of the burp phenomenon 
is proposed. The paper expresses criticism on the application of the classic 
theory of homogeneous chemical reactions and of thermal explosion to analyze 
burps as it was in common usage up to now. Two hypotheses to explain features 
burps display are presented instead. Both of them have to do with mechanism 
of storing and releasing energy accounting for local non-uniformity 
of temperature and energy deposition. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1995 
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